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If the rise-time in the subsequent c_yclo is 3·8 years, Urn 
maximum Rm in 1978 should be about 110. 

The predictions may t.lwrefore be summarized as 
follows; 

Date of muxinutn1 sunspot number 
Intensity of maximum. Rm 
.Date or sntHmquent n1inilnum 

Cycle 20 

1068·1 
140 

l\l74·7 

Cycle 21 
1078-f, 

llO 
H)85·3 

The validity of the prediction methods used here is of 
courfle disputable, and t,hero can be no certainty that the 
predictions are even approximately correct. However, 
it is certain that the problorn of predicting future sunspot 
numbers cannot be shirked, because the lifetimes of near
Earth satellites• are controllnd by uppor-at,mospherc 
density, which is stl'Ongly affected by solar activity. The 
theory of satellite lifetime estimation cannot b,, placed 
on a sound basis until bet,t,er predict,ions of solar acLivity 
are available, and the prediction of the date and intensity 
of the next sunspot maximum is also a mattm· of pract,ical 
importance. For example, t,hc U.K.:l ,mtellite is intended 
to fly in a circular orbit, at a height of 500 km, and its 
lifotinw in orbit would be rcducci.l lJy a fact,or of up to 
10 if, at, t,he t,imc of launching (probably 1967), sunspot 
numbers were very high rather t,han slowly climbing 
towards a low maximum. As a second example, t,he Echo 1 
satellite would probably not ,mrvive a vigorous sunspot 
maximum, but could last for 10 years longer if the next 
maximum is very weak. Plans are being mo.de for geodetic 
triangulation programmes ut,ilizing Echo 1, and th1c, Jato 
of its decay affects the planning. For t,hese and various 
other practical reasons (sec, for example, refs. 5 and 10), 
the predict,ion of sunspot, numbers must be attempted., 
and out of the chaos of discredited mct,hods a, correct, one 
may well omergo. 
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ASTROPHYSICS 

Lightning, Solar Flares and Radio Galaxies 
IN 1925, whon it was still believed that 11 potential of 

n x IO• V was necessary to cause a lightning fiash1•, 

C. '11
• R. Wilson put for-waT'd the suggcst,ion. j;hat, the 80ft 

cosmic 1·r1,ys up to about 10• eV might be accounted. for by 
runaway electrons in thundercloud fiolds1b, Whon it was 
pointed out that, 11 lightning flash can occur with a total 
thundercloud potential of n x 107 V (refs. 2•,b), tho 
suggestion ceased to havo wnch significance as applied 
to thunderclouds. However, in presenting a paper on 
these long leader strokes at t,he Belfast meoting of the 
British Assooia.tion in 1952, I pointed out'• !,hat t.110 

Wilson mechanism might apply in tho much longer 
cosmic electrical discharges, in which rol,~tivoly largo 
eloctric fields must be built up by tho short, -circuiting of 
theso much more extensive electric fields by the leader 
stroke of such discharges as solm· ffo,res. 

In an earlier cornrnunicat,ion'", it was emphasized that 
temperatures of the order of 108 °K must be reached in 
t,hese last electrical discharges, and in o, lat,or cornnnmica
tion •e it was pointed out tlmt observational evidence had 
actually been o htained for the assoeiation of such tempera -
t,ures with outbursts of solar fla1·es. 

The velocity of t,he jots of gm, generated by these 
discharges is of !,ho same order as that of tho thermal 
velocities of tho ions, namely, about 10" cm/sec, and thus 
11,ccounted for the dolay of o,bout 1 day between tho solar 
outburst and tho main magnetic storm at i,ho Earth. 
The associated electron velocities will bo about 40 times 
this va,luc 01• about 4 x l 0 9 cm/Rec, and it is now suggosted 
t,hat son1e of these electrons bccorno the runaway elec
trons which o.ccount for 1,ho arrival at, t,hc Eart,h of a 
soft cosmic ray component about half art hour after the 
obsorved solar outburnt. Their average speed is thus 
about 1010 crn/soc, so they would only require to he 
accelerated by 11 factor of about 2 in tbo solar electric field. 

This consideration would confirm the view ,~nived at 
from an invostigat,ion of cometary phenomona2f i,hat the 
polarity of the solar field is the same as l,hnt, of the thunder
storm field; that is, tho regions farthest out in the gravita~ 
tional field become positive. 

This view of the existence of two major velocities of 
propfl.gti,tion of two difforont types of activit,y, a high
speed electron component and a plasrna jot, has interesting 
possible applications in tho investigation of rndio gnlaxies, 
in which the sarno two components nw,y be expected to 
occur. Observations on t,he gm1 velocities made by Soy
fort,3 of about 4 x l 0" cm/sec suggest tho oxistenoo of 
plasmfl. jot,8 at, tcmpomtures of about 4 x l 08 °K (ref. 2•). 
Associated with these wo should expect to find 11,etive 
halOl1S due to the runaway electrons from tho main dis
charges and reaching dimensions of tho order of ten times 
the latter. This is just whnt iR observed, and in the case 
of Virgo A (NGO 4486) "the genernl direction of the 
oxt,onsi"on i,; the same as that of the 'jct' which optical 
observations have shown isrn,ing from the nucleus of 
NCJO 4486" (ref. 4a). Shnin writes in the sn.me contribu
t,ion that, "when angular sizes of a number of radio galaxies 
are determined, any optical ,;oarch for associated galaxies 
must extend to galnxios having one-tenth or less of t,ho 
radio diamct,crs"••. 
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PHYSICS 

Formation of Straight Whiskers on 
Sublimating Single Potassium Chloride 

Crystal 
NANNICHI has reported on the fonna.t,ion of silicon 

whiskers on a sublimat,ing surfacc1 . The specimen had in 
t,his em,e been kept at least 200 hat J ,000°-1,250° C in an 
initial vacuum of less than JO-• Lorr. The whiskers woro 
bent and whirled but their tips were at the height of the 
original surface. Matter is transported away from t,he 
neighbourhood of certain places by t,hm·mal erosion so 
that what, is loft, is t,hin onough to be called a 'whisker'. 

In an investigation of the effect of annealing on. the 
cleavage surface, straight whiskers WEiro found on singfo 
pot,ass1um chloride crystals annealed at 600° C for 5-23 h 
in a vacuum of about 0· 1-1 torr. They were first, found 
lying on the crystal surface (Fig. 1). A elosor investig»
t,ion rovealed that, thore were also whiskers at right angles 
to the (100) surfaces (Fig. 2). Tbo white dots markod 
with arrows in Fig. I are duo to upright whiskers. 

Different surface features are formed during the heat 
t,reatment,2 ,•. Abnormal foatures, for example plateaux, 
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